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“The members of the UU Meeting House hold sacred each individual’s
spiritual and ethical development. We welcome all and seek unity in diversity.
We commit ourselves in service to the wellbeing of the congregation and to all of
life.”~~Mission Statement of the Unitarian Universalist Meeting House of Provincetown
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I am Ebenezer Bleezer,
I run BLEEZER'S ICE CREAM STORE,
there are flavors in my freezer
you have never seen before,
twenty-eight divine creations
too delicious to resist,
why not do yourself a favor,
try the flavors on my list:

COCOA MOCHA MACARONI
TAPIOCA SMOKED BALONEY
CHECKERBERRY CHEDDAR CHEW
CHICKEN CHERRY HONEYDEW
TUTTI-FRUTTI STEWED TOMATO
TUNA TACO BAKED POTATO
LOBSTER LITCHI LIMA BEAN
MOZZARELLA MANGOSTEEN
ALMOND HAM MERINGUE SALAMI
YAM ANCHOVY PRUNE PASTRAMI
SASSAFRAS SOUVLAKI HASH
SUKIYAKI SUCCOTASH
BUTTER BRICKLE PEPPER PICKLE
POMEGRANATE PUMPERNICKEL
PEACH PIMENTO PIZZA PLUM
PEANUT PUMPKIN BUBBLEGUM
BROCCOLI BANANA BLUSTER
CHOCOLATE CHOP SUEY CLUSTER
AVOCADO BRUSSELS SPROUT
PERIWINKLE SAUERKRAUT
COTTON CANDY CARROT CUSTARD
CAULIFLOWER COLA MUSTARD
ONION DUMPLING DOUBLE DIP
TURNIP TRUFFLE TRIPLE FLIP
GARLIC GUMBO GRAVY GUAVA
LENTIL LEMON LIVER LAVA
ORANGE OLIVE BAGEL BEET
WATERMELON WAFFLE WHEAT

I am Ebenezer Bleezer,
I run BLEEZER'S ICE CREAM STORE,
taste a flavor from my freezer,
you will surely ask for more.
Jack Prelutsky

Life is like an ice cream cone,
you have to lick it
one day at a time.
Charles Schultz

YOU scream I scream WE ALL scream
For ICE CREAM (submitted by Bernadette Mainz)

Basics are best
No room for the rest
Chocolate and coffee, strawberry,
Oh my
Vanilla when melting on hot
Apple pie
OK, rocky road when temptation takes hold
If we go out as children
On ice cream I’m sold
Sing out ice cream lovers
But hurry the song
The good stuff is melting
We don’t have too long

Denise DeMirjian

When I was a kid in the 1950's, I spent long summer days at Nantasket Beach. I remember the soft black pea-sized tar balls on the sand, staining our
feet–– remnants of some mid-century oil-spill? A souvenir of the Andrea Doria disaster (even though she wasn't a tanker)? I remember the bathing suits my
mother knitted for us when we were little (and little girls went topless like our brothers) and later on, a pink-striped cotton one-piece she scored in Filene's
Basement. And I remember the ice cream man who parked his truck at the edge of the unpaved parking lot, and the sound of the serious bell he rang (no
canned kiddy-melodies then). The bell brought us running with small change from our mother's purses to buy vanilla or chocolate swirl or pink strawberry ice
cream in little cups and on sticks and waffled sugar cones. My favorites were chocolate fudgesicles and pale orange-saffron-colored creamsicles. Mmmm.
The ice cream man (like my parents) spoke Yiddish. He called me "Tseplakh," in tribute to my long dark braids.

Another ice creamy memory: I'm 17, living away from my family for the first time, with a good friend from art school, in Cambridge: After work, we meet up
at the kiosque in Harvard Square and walk to get ice cream cones. Was it from Brighams? I had learned my 28 flavors when I was a kid, on Sunday family
outings to the Howard Johnsons on Memorial Drive. But now, being art students, we choose for color as well as flavor: pistachio and black raspberry, and
walked home sharing licks, enjoying the delicious colors almost as much as the delicious chilled berries, nuts and cream. 1965, summer in the city, pistachio
and black raspberry, the flavors of friendship, the taste of freedom.

harriet jerusha korim
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Sunday, June 3: The Poor People’s Campaign
Rev. Kate Wilkinson

The Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival is uniting tens of thousands
of people across the country to challenge poverty, the war economy, ecological devastation,
systemic racism and what they are calling the nation’s distorted morality. This morning we’ll
learn about the history of this movement, about current local and national actions, and how
we can be involved.

Sunday, June 10: Flower Communion
Rev. Kate Wilkinson

This morning we celebrate the Unitarian Universalist ritual of Flower Communion. Please
bring a single flower to add to our communal bouquet! It can be from your yard, from the
store, or even a weed from the side of the road if it’s a pretty one. Long stemmed is best.

Sunday, June 17: Dads Get the Worst Presents
Rev. Kate Wilkinson

A selection of ties. Golf T’s. Another electric razor. The selection of father’s day gifts on
display at the stores is predictably boring and impersonal. Why do fathers get the worst presents? And why do we put men in such small boxes?

Sunday, June 24: “Resonance of Faith”
Emily Joy Goldberg
Join musician Emily Joy as she shares original music based on the 7
Principles of Unitarian Universalism. Emily travels to us from Pennsylvania and is a frequent visitor to the UUMH.

A Note from Rev. Kate
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Bonfires and Bathing Suits

Here we are, coming into the season of bonfires and bathing
suits! Summer is a magical time on Cape Cod. While many
of us are working several jobs to make the most we can
financially out of a short season, there are still plenty of
opportunities to enjoy early summer on the Outer Cape.
The streets aren’t quite as crowded as they are in July and
August, and it’s still pretty easy to get a fire permit for a
bonfire on one of our great beaches. Nothing says summer like the taste of a freshly
toasted s’more! The sunsets are amazing this time of year, and they’re free! At the
end of the month the free concerts at Herring Cove Beach start up on Wednesday and
Sunday evenings. And Bingo here at the UU is always a great time too on Wednesday
nights. A lot of our friends are starring in plays and shows or singing at local piano
bars. It’s nice to go and support them. If you haven’t seen Scarbie’s show here at the
UU, that is a must see this season! The craft fairs in Acker Bosworth Hall begin this
month on Thursdays with many UU members selling their artistic creations, and
we’re trying out yoga on the lawn on Saturday mornings, led by Alison Dwyer.
When I’m not at the Meeting House this month I’ll be in my garden in Wellfleet.
Most of our plants we’re growing from seed this year. Some of them were started in
the windowsills of the Meeting House when we had our seed planting workshop this
spring! It’s so exciting to think that by the end of June all those now invisible rows will
be shooting up into hearty lettuces and growing thick roots underground to become
carrots, beets, and radishes.
I hope you get some time in your gardens this summer, and at the beach. Even as our
schedules ramp up for the season I hope you take some time to connect with nature
and to enjoy each other’s company. A Cape Cod summer is just as much for locals as it
is for the tourists. Enjoy!

Rev. Kate

Helping Hands. . .

Another UUMH great
idea! Do you need a ride?
have a pet who needs a
walk? need some medication picked up? Helping
Hands has been at work
since 2016 assisting the
UUMH community.
Every month a different
volunteer is in charge of
matching your need up
with someone who has
volunteered to help. These
volunteers are creative
and resourceful people--don’t hesitate!
Dianne Kopser is the
facilitator:
508-237-1321

RACIAL JUSTICE PROVINCETOWN
~ MISSION: to come together as a diverse community group to work for racial justice in Provincetown

“You must never be fearful about what you are doing when you know it is right.” ~ Rosa Parks

Will you STAND with US
As the season for Racial Justice Provincetown’s monthly meetings came to a ‘’SUMMER’’ close on May16th, we are very much rededicated to continuing our advocacy to raising awareness and
to fight for Human Rights throughout our Summer season in Provincetown. As we have noted in recent months the national media coverage of the violence of racism, bigotry, discrimination, has
continued on an intense upward journey, showing the affect on people in all walks of life. NOW is the time to come together to deepen our understanding of Racial Justice, Equality, Freedom
and Civil Rights!

Will you STAND with US
Our world is suffering because of the denial of Human Rights / Civil Rights policies for many citizens --but we (RJP) hold strong to the promise of earnestly working TOGETHER through direct
action(s) and open communications. With deepening courage we address and strategize in our Cape communities; with compassionate understanding and HOPE, LOVE and PEACE we reaffirm
Basic Human / Civil Rights.

Will you JOIN/STAND with US
Racial Justice Provincetown will focus this summer on the multiple school shootings that have occurred since 1999 - 2018 in our country through our Stand for Justice and Peace Vigils at Provincetown Town Hall the third Saturday of every month / year round @ noon - 1pm. We hold these vigils and we stand that ALL children / all school communities / all public gathering places will be
protected from gun violence across America and World! These vigils will be conducted in silence to honor all those lost through gun violence and especially in remembrance of the ORLANDO 49
~ Next Stand for Justice and Peace vigil: Saturday JUNE 16th.@ noon-1pm Town Hall / all are welcome!

Will you MARCH with US
Racial Justice Provincetown is looking forward to participating in our community’s Annual 4th of JULY Parade!! In the next few weeks we will finalized our signage display, banner, music, and
hopefully design a group routine for marching. We are looking for ideas and participation in making our first grand entrance into the parade fun for everyone!!

~ Please contact: RJP /chair: Pastor Brenda Haywood @ UUMH

We also have Racial Justice TEE’s for 4th. JULY parade. Please let Pastor Brenda know your interest in joining us that day and purchase a RJP TEE!!!!

Dr. Martin Luther King had a DREAM; so do we:
Pastor Brenda, Racial Justice Provincetown, chair

TOGETHER, LET’S KEEP HIS DREAM ALIVE.

All UUMH Members and Friends are invited to march with Racial
Justice Provincetown in this year’s 4th of July Parade! Last year
we were denied entry into the parade because our T-shirts (which
say Racial Justice Provincetown) were seen as too political, so we
stayed on the sidelines collecting signatures on our petition. This year
we appealed to the Provincetown Select Board and the rules of the
parade have been changed! So we’d love to have a big group walking
with us and wearing the T-shirts that were “too political” last year.
Please order your t-shirt from Pastor Brenda soon.
More details on the parade to come!
Rev. Kate

UUMH at last year’s Fourth Parade

Among Ourselves
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Among Ourselves
• We send our love and condolences to Annie Daignault and her family on the death of her
beloved cousin.
• We love our Dianne Kopser, who is taking care of her mom following back surgery. She is
lucky to have you, Dianne.
• Best wishes and quick healing to Stan Hudson in the wake of his recent hip replacement.
• May Ellen Anthony’s shoulder heal quickly and stop causing her so much pain and sleeplessness (but great insights, too!)
• We will miss Tony Valentino for a few months, as he begins his summer with a new café and
who knows how many other jobs?! Take care Tony and we’ll see you on the other side.
• Frank Bellistri continues to bask in love and gratitude because of his brother’s good health.
Miracles really come true!
• Alison Dwyer’s dad is doing well following heart surgery. We are so happy for you, Allison, and
for your family, too!
• Prayers go out to Courtney Early and his mom. Courtney’s mom has been quite sick. We are
with you, Courtney.
• Love and condolences go out to Amy Howell and her wife, Pip, on the loss of their beloved
•dog, Mya. We know how deeply these losses hit. Know that we are here for you.

Tracy Kachtick-Anders
Pat Medina

Kate Wallace Rodgers

Photos: Marty Cowden

Check out the UUMH website
for a WEEKLY
announcement of events!
www.uumh.org
click on
THIS WEEK at the MEETING
HOUSE
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GREAT MUSIC ON SUNDAYS @5 PRESENTS
“THE HYANNIS SOUND”
SUNDAY JUNE 10 AT 5PM
AT UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST MEETING HOUSE
OF PROVINCETOWN
The Great Music on Sundays @5 concert series presents “The
Hyannis Sound” on Sunday June 10 at 5 pm at the Unitarian
Universalist Meeting House of Provincetown (236 CommerGreat Music on Sundays @5,
Provincetown’s longest-running
concert series of music of our
world, celebrates its twentieth
consecutive season with eighteen
weekly concerts from June 10
through October 7. This concert
series provides a unique musical
and cultural niche. Since the
1999 season, more than 300

cial Street, 508.487.9344).
The Hyannis Sound is Cape Cod's all-male professional a
cappella group. Comprised of ten young men from around
the country, the group has entertained audiences of all shapes
and sizes since its inception in 1994. Boasting a diverse repertoire aimed to please anyone from age 5 to 95, The Hyannis
Sound's members are charming, talented and laugh-out-loud funny. Don't let the ties fool you: this is no formal event.
Bring the whole family along and prepare for a high-energy concert of great music, stories and antics. The Hyannis Sound’s
upbeat, dazzling and moving performances are an exciting part of Cape Cod’s musical culture.
Everyone is welcome to attend. Admission is $20 at the door. Senior (65+) discounts are available at $15. Children ages 12
and under are admitted free. Tickets are available in advance online at brownpapertickets.com.

concerts presented by more than
100 performers have provided
music without borders for
thousands of concertgoers and
lovers of great music.

The 2018 season includes classical, Broadway, international,
piano, choral and organ music with more than 50 performers.
The concerts are a potpourri of music from across the centuries
and around the world. There is something for everyone at Great
Music on Sundays @5.

All concerts are presented on Sundays at 5 pm a the Unitarian
Universalist Meeting House of Provincetown, built in 1847
and added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1972,
with one of the finest acoustic concert halls on Cape Cod. The
sanctuary's historic and rare trompe l'oeil walls and serene
atmosphere provide the perfect setting for great music. Concerts
feature the 1928 Steinway Model B concert grand piano and the
historic 1850 Holbrook tracker organ.

THE 2018 CONCERTS
June 10:

THE HYANNIS SOUND

June 17:

SCHOLA CANTORUM
Frederick Jodry director

June 24:

SO MIGHTY WAS THE DREAM

		

Christopher Sidoli tenor

		

John Thomas piano/baritone

		

Anissa Hartline and

		

Pamela Murray sopranos

July 1:

PAUL BISACCIA & JOHN THOMAS piano

July 8:

BROADWAY: CURTAIN UP!

“The Art of Music”

July 15: JON ARTERTON & JAMES MACK
Songs of Hope, Love & Courage
with John Thomas piano
July 22: PAINTING BROADWAY! “The Music of Art”
July 29: CELEBRATE! The Musical World of Bill Russell
with Adam Berry, Ben Berry, Jo Brisbane, Marcy Feller,
Halcyone Hurst, Phoebe Otis and Christopher Sidoli
John Thomas music director & pianist
August 5:

SIX APPEAL!
Richard Dowling, Sue Keller
& John Thomas piano

August 12: WET & WILD BROADWAY!
August 19: THE BEAUTY OF BAROQUE music of Bach
and Handel
Christopher Lowrey countertenor
Frederick Jodry organ & piano
August 26: BOSTON PERCUSSION GROUP
Brian Calhoon

director

September 2: LIGHTHOUSE CHAMBER PLAYERS
Romie de Guise-Langlois clarinet
Elizabeth Chang violin
Nardo Poy viola
Alissa Leiser piano
September 9: BROADWAY: CELEBRATING LIFE!
September 16: BALKAN E BOSTON music from Bulgaria,
Serbia & beyond
Petar Dimitrov bass & guitar & tambura
Elena Mancheva vocals
Zoran Matich guitar & vocals
with John Thomas piano & vocals
September 23:

BROADWAY: CURTAIN CALL!

September 30:

THE NEW PROVINCETOWN FOLLIES
Jay Baer creator & lyricist
John Thomas music director & pianist
featuring a dozen fabulous singers

October 7: PERSEPHONE’S DAUGHTERS Rise Up!
Lynne Wilkinson director

from the Board
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Sunday, June 3
Special Congregational Meeting after service. Get an
update on our flood repairs and spending. We will be
taking a vote of the membership, so if you are a voting

News from the Board

member, please attend if you can!

June 2018

You may have heard by now that Rev. Kate is preparing for a three month sabbatical next

THE LONG AWAITED AIDS MEMORIAL IS UNVEILED

spring. That means that from March 1st to May 31st she’ll be away from the congregation

IN PROVINCETOWN

for a time of study, reflection and renewal.

June 16, 1:30pm, Provincetown Town Hall, East Lawn

A sabbatical is stipulated in our contract with Rev. Kate and she earns one month for every
year of service but she can only use her sabbatical time after 4 years of service. At this

Chair Chat

point Kate has earned 6 months of sabbatical time. And after the excellent job of being our
minister and having lead us to new horizons and through the crisis of the flood, she has
more than earned and deserves the time to reflect and care for herself and renew her spirit.
The worship committee along with the Board and all of you will use those 3 months to grow
stronger and closer as a congregation. We intend to hire a temporary minister for about ½

Saturday, June 2, 10am
Committee Chairs and/or Committee reps are all invited to gather with the
UUMH Board of Directors to share the news, celebrations, and struggles of
their committees. We’ll also be looking at our yearly calendar to map out a
balanced and successful year of events.

of the time. We are hoping to engage the services of Rev. Bill Clark and his intern Janet
Newton both of whom are local and excellent.
Rev. Kate will also be giving a workshop on preaching and sermon writing as part of this
winter’s spirituality workshops and those members who take it will be invited to preach
during the sabbatical.
Join with me in applauding Rev. Kate for her dedication, leadership and love of this congregation and give her our best wishes for her spring sabbatical.

Bruce de Ste. Croix, President

Walking Club

A beach walk !

Monday, June 4

Meet at the Meeting House at 10am

Saturday, June 9, 2pm
Helping Hands Training
The Pastoral Care Team will be providing this training
for volunteers who offer short term assistance with
rides, grocery shopping, etc… to our members. If
you want to learn more about Helping Hands, please
contact Dianne Kopser or Rev. Kate.

In this very room . . . our wonderful choir!

basement cement

Blessing of the Bikes
Blessing of the Bikes
Blessing of the Bikes

Be Safe!

“When the spirits are low, when the day
appears dark, when work becomes monotonous, when hope hardly seems worth
having, just mount a bicycle and go out for
a spin down the road, without thought on
anything but the ride you are taking.”
Sherlock Holmes author, Arthur Conan Doyle,
Scientific American, 1896

Photos: Denise DeMirjian

Happy Summer Season 2018 to all our
friends in the UU community! I can
hardly believe it, but Scarbie and crew are
back, already with a few shows under our
belts (or petticoats as the case may be) for
this summer's run of Season 13! I guess
13 is lucky, because we feel so fortunate
to return and entertain, and greet friends,
old and new, at the UU and in our "office"
Commercial Street, once again!
For those of you who have had the
opportunity to see the show, we would love
to have you join us this season. If you have
seen the show in the past, there are also
some fun new additions to the program,
but the heart and soul of the show is still
the focus. We pride ourselves on staging a
performance to which anyone bring their
kids or nana, and still feel comfortable, included, and entertained. We have garned
incredibly generous reviews on Yelp.
Please visit our site Lip-Schtick Starring
Scarbie, if you are interested in learning
more from our guests.
We always offer our UU friends a discount
on ticket prices! So feel free to walk on up
before showtime any Thursday to Sunday
before 8:00! We really would LOVE to
see you! Lip-Schtick is also a great way

to entertain your visiting family and
friends during the busy summer season.
Thank you AND the UU for being such
an important and valued part of our
summer experience!
Scarb, Richard, Dan and Gail.

Beth says the first thing that comes to her mind

i was a young girl maybe 5 or so.

is vanilla...

i was at the central park zoo . in nyc. i was very happy

the first thing for me is I want some. My favorite

to both be surrounded by animals and have an ice cream

flavor is coffee. I remember eating the top bites

cone in my hand .

off my mother’s schraffts chocolate ice milk,

i was having eye connection with a monkey who drew

thinking she wouldn’t see. One of my first jobs

me closer and closer towards him . i was thrilled that he

was at the ice cream smuggler in Dennis, which

reached his hand out for a hand shake . i reached my

is celebrating its 40th anniversary. My favorite

hand towards his and as we held each others hands he

flavors there are coconut, ginger and rum raisin.

very skillfully grabbed my icecream with his other hand . i

Totally indulgent creamy luscious. Like those pints

remember standing there in shock with my jaw dropped

of Haagen das

feeling stunned and betrayed . i got angry for a few sec-

Kate Wallace Rogers

onds then began laughing with the little trickster ,admiring
his cleverness.
annette olsen

As a child loved to go with my dad when he delivered
eggs to Hamden, CT. On the way home we would
always stop at Wentworth Ice Cream shop. Loved
choosing a different flavor each time so I could
decide what I liked the best. Today I have a couple of
favorites but am very, very choosy. Also only like a
My favorite memory. Joe Fiorello

child's portion since it is too sweet (too much sugar).
Have been shifting to other ices and frozen deserts.

https://youtu.be/nS3lr9xAKFk

Love ones with fresh fruit in them.

Peter Schweizer

My favorite flavors of my favorite thing are Maple Walnut and
Almond Crunch (might be called Almond Joy...whatever...)
Ruth Treen
I had been a difficult student as a restless, impetuous young man in school .
Sundays were celebrated with a coat and tie dinner at the conclusion of which a
large silver bowl of ice cream balls was served. I was dressed in a fine charcoal
As a boy and as as a grown man,
Ice cream enriches my spirit, tastes good too
While meditation, enriches my soul, feels good too
Each brings me great joy
Ice cream satiates my taste buds
Meditation edifies and satiates my soul
Both feed and nurture me in their own way

grey suit and seated next to the headmaster who was attempting to lift one of
the ice cream balls into a smaller dish, using two spoons. The ice cream slipped
out of his two spoons, landing on the lip of the serving bowl where it proceeded
to slowly slide down the outside of the serving bowl. I snatched up two clean
spoons and rescued the ice cream ball before it could slide down onto the table
and placed it back in the large silver serving bowl. The headmaster thought I
had contaminated the whole bowl of ice cream by using dirty spoons. Outraged,
he lunged at the ice cream bowl and with his serving spoons he flung bits of

Regards,
George Daniel Harvey
Hampton, New Hampshire

ice cream at me. My beautiful charcoal grey suit looked like I had been feeding
seagulls. The entire dining room fell silent. I stood slowly and proudly in my
now vanilla and charcoal suit, and exited the dining hall.
Clearly I had been too restless and too impetuous for too long and it was time to
leave. Mason Morfit

My favorite ice cream memory was the excitement when
baskin Robbins opened a store in my home town when I
was a kid. The ice cream flavor choices suddenly went from
vanilla, chocolate and strawberry to 21 flavors (!) including
jamocha almond fudge, my favorite.
Ellen Rottersmann

My entire family loves ice cream and often go to our favorite summer ice cream place as a
tribe of about 10. One night , before we left to walk to the ice cream shop, my sister handed
us each a name of one member of the family on a piece of paper. We were asked to not
tell whose name we got. When we got in line for our treats, she announced that instead of
buying a cone for ourselves, we were to buy the flavor that we thought the person whose
name we had would like. What ensued was a very interesting evening- from the letting go
of absolutely getting what you wanted, to realizing that you might not be as observant about

Magic ride

others, discovering flavors that you would not "risk" but accepting that someone else thought

Driving down the main drag of the town where I grew up~in my mom's silver-gray

was very "you". It was hard not to "tell" who your person was, but in the end, we all had a

Valiant station wagon, windows rolled down, wiping the sweat from my brow. My sisters and I

good laugh, a good cone and a hilarious evening. I got cranberry bog, something I would

are piled in the back, on the way home from some errands.

have never tried, and is now one of my top choices! Robin Fredey

All of the sudden my mom, who is at the wheel yells,"Oh no! the car is out of control, " as we
scream with delight as it turns, as if by its own accord, into the parking lot of The Friendly's Ice
Cream Parlor.
We all pile out, run up to the Take Out Window, and I order my favorite: blueberry
ripple, a "summer only" special. My sisters and I savor the cones, wondering who
Is more magical...our mom or her Valiant?? 🍦
Kathy Smola

VANILLA ICE CREAM 101

Long, long ago when there were corner drug stores, kids walked to school, movies cost 25
cents, popcorn, ten cents, comics, 10 cents, flavored coca cola's with two Hostess cupcakes,
all for 10 cents, and Howard Johnson's had 28 flavored ice creams. Ah, yes those were the
''good old

ICE CREAM

days''

Ice cream symbolizes a journey in an interesting part of my life -

Do you remember ???

the part of my life that lives on a restricted diet and tries to make
lemonade out of lemons (or ice cream without cream).

Well in those days, my family had a regular Sunday tradition: after dinner we'd have a special
dessert made by the children. My two brother's did Jello with fruit and l made my Sunday

Due to chronic health issues,

dessert from Duncan Hines chocolate cake mix and homemade frosting, topped off with

I can no longer eat ice cream.

Hood's vanilla ice cream, my favorite flavor.

In the grand scheme of things,
this is indeed a minuscule

Cake made, Dad would send me off to drug store with $1.25 for a quart of vanilla ice cream

regret. But ice cream is just one of the many opportunities I’ve

which was always hand-packed with a smooth dome before lid was on. l ALWAYS carried a

had to be creative around food

small Hoodies wooden spoon with me to taste the ice cream to ensure . . .it was vanilla!! This

restrictions so that I don’t feel

''tasting'' ice cream, went on for awhile, until one Sunday, Dad, smiling, gave me a regular

deprived and resentful. As someone with a huge sweet tooth

large spoon that he had bent into a bracelet for me to wear!!

who LOVED my ice cream, (particularly peppermint stick and mocha
almond fudge) I am

Dad, using my nickname said, “Now you have a good spoon to carry with you, to round-off

surprised and grateful to say that, thanks to some mysterious and

the top of our ice cream on Sunday's that you love so much! And we'll keep this our little

magical power in the universe, I actually ( most of the time) no longer

secret.” And he did!!

miss this food of the Gods!

Pastor Brenda

It’s amazing what you can make with coconut milk, raw cashews. raw
cacao, dates and stevia!
Jane Bunker
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SUMMER 2018
The John P. Bunker Lecture Series Presents

RAY BARFIELD

HOW STORYTELLING TAUGHT ME THAT TALKING ABOUT DEATH
IS PART OF LIVING A GREAT LIFE

TUESDAY: JULY 10, 2018
6–8 PM | FREE

PROVINCETOWN | 236 COMMERCIAL STREET
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
Ray Barfield is a Professor of Pediatrics and Christian Philosophy
interested in the intersection of medicine, philosophy and theology. Join Truro Center for the Arts in conjuction with Truro Connections for a summer evening with Ray Barfield.
FOR A LISTING OF OUR WORKSHOPS AND EVENTS VISIT OUR WEBSITE!

www.castlehill.org
Truro Center for the Arts at Castle Hill | 10 Meetinghouse Road, Truro, MA 02666 | 508-349-7511 | info@castlehill.org

Back Page
The
Meetinghouse News

Kathleen Henry, Editor
Submissions are welcomed
and encouraged!
Please submit written work,
announcements,
and artwork,
by the 20th
of the month
to
meetinghousenews@gmail.com

